continue to provide benefits for researchers around the
range of priority research communities. Community projects have been developed
EcoCloud Kick-off event next 10 months of
The ECOcloud (DeVL and RDC) project international, two day workshop held in May 2017 in
Survey results - Are you FAIR aware?
A day of exploring responsibilities and opportunities to
Thursday 29 March is your last chance to register to
Partnerships Forum
More details will follow in the coming month.

J. Stephen Downie, Professor and Associate Dean for
Illinois and codirector of the HathiTrust Research Center
Register

VENUE:
Conference

Inquiry into national institutions.
Hancock Library. Thanks to SIS Comms for the publicity
Australian Catholic University Signadou

Helena, the library team and everyone involved in this
new building which houses the Library and a marvellous
set of study areas. It is incredibly light, functional and
new digitised collections include:

Digitisation update.

other forms of income as federal funding reduced.
institutions to tap new, private revenue sources and find

University Archivist and both teams continue to
best in her retirement, Sarah Lethbridge is acting
Library Communications team. She has made an

Library

Marketing materials in articulation pathways

HEFCE signalled
writes: "Martin Eve on OA, REF and books.

publication by ANU Press are eligible to apply.
University's commitment to scholarly publishing. ANU
Applications open for ANU Publication

Open research

Other persons of influence. One shortcut to doing this
importance of first gaining access to policymakers and

Open access

Air conditioning work continuing and waiting on
All air handling units operational

The Department of Communications and
Government to take 'immediate steps to
Department of the Interior urging the
Canberra, wrote to the Secretary of the

University's site in Acton. The file begins in
collection is held in three albums, with 316
in the Mendi Valley, Papua New Guinea. The

Library

The ANU

The committee met this week – issues

Academic Quality and Assurance

providing a summary of the review and a position paper
contracting out of copyright exceptions; all of which

From HR
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